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Abstract: Deep learning of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is creating highly functional processes
that are, unfortunately, nearly as hard to interpret as their biological counterparts. Identification
of functional modules in natural brains plays an important role in cognitive and neuroscience
alike, and can be carried out using a wide range of technologies such as fMRI, EEG/ERP, MEG, or
calcium imaging. However, we do not have such robust methods at our disposal when it comes
to understanding functional modules in artificial neural networks. Ideally, understanding which
parts of an artificial neural network perform what function might help us to address a number of
vexing problems in ANN research, such as catastrophic forgetting and overfitting. Furthermore,
revealing a network’s modularity could improve our trust in them by making these black boxes
more transparent. Here, we introduce a new information-theoretic concept that proves useful in
understanding and analyzing a network’s functional modularity: the relay information IR. The
relay information measures how much information groups of neurons that participate in a particular
function (modules) relay from inputs to outputs. Combined with a greedy search algorithm, relay
information can be used to identify computational modules in neural networks. We also show that
the functionality of modules correlates with the amount of relay information they carry.

Keywords: information theory; deep learning; relay

1. Introduction

Neural networks, be they natural or artificial deep-learned ones, notoriously are black
boxes [1,2]. To understand how groups of neurons perform computations, to obtain insight
into the algorithms of the human mind, or to be able to trust artificial systems, we need to
make the network’s processing more transparent. To this end, various information-theoretic
and other methods have been developed to shed light on the inner workings of neural
networks. Transfer entropy [3] seeks to identify how much information is transferred from
one node (or neuron) to the next, which in principle can detect causal links in a network [4]
or be used to understand general properties about how information is distributed among
nodes [5,6]. In general, information theory can be used to make inferences in cognitive-
and neuroscience [7–9]. Predictive information [10,11] determines how much the outputs
of a neural network depend on the inputs to the system or on hidden states. Integrated
information [12] quantifies how much a system combines inputs into a single experience
and identifies the central component(s) in which that happens. Information theory is also
used to determine cognitive control [13] and neural coding [14] in natural systems. Finally,
information theory is used to characterize representations [15] that quantify how much (and
where) information is stored about the environment.

Despite the diverse range of applications of information theory to neuronal networks,
the question of which module or subset of nodes in an artificial neural network performs
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which function remains an open one. In network neuroscience [16–18], this question
is investigated using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [19,20], electroen-
cephalography (EEG [21], magnetoencephalography (MEG) [21], and other physiological
methods. fMRI specifically identifies functional cortical areas by the increase in oxygen
consumption required to perform a particular task. However, an fMRI detects two things at
the same time: the activity of neurons involved in a specific task, and the fact that they often
form spatially associated clusters. As a consequence, in an fMRI analysis, functional and
structural modularity coincide. In deep convolutional neural networks, detecting modules
based on their biological activity is obviously impossible. The essential computation of
the dot product of the state vector and weight matrix does not differ depending on how
involved nodes and weights are in function. Furthermore, artificial neural networks do
not display any structure beyond the order of layers. The order of nodes in a layer is
interchangeable, as long as the associated weights change with them.

One approach to determine functional modularity in the context of ANNs is to deter-
mine the degree of modularity from the weights that connect nodes [22], by determining
how compartmentalized information is [23,24], or by performing a knockout analysis
that allows tasks to be associated with the processing nodes of the neural network [25].
However, results from such a knockout analysis are often not conclusive.

Functional modularity in ANNs is interesting for another reason: it appears to affect
a phenomenon known as catastrophic forgetting [26,27], where a network trained on one
task can achieve high performance, but catastrophically loses this performance when the
network is sequentially trained on a new task. The degree of modularity appears to be
related to the method by which these networks are trained. Using a genetic algorithm to
modify weights (neuroevolution, see [28]) seems to produce modular structures automati-
cally, as was also observed in the evolution of metabolic networks [29]. This modularity
appears to protect ANNs from catastrophic forgetting [30]. Neural networks trained via
backpropagation are unlikely to be modular since this training method recruits all weights
into the task trained [31]. Similarly, dropout regularization [32] is believed to cause all
weights to be involved in solving a task (making the neural network more robust), which
in turn prevents overfitting.

While many methods seek to prevent catastrophic forgetting [33], such as Elastic
Weight Consolidation (EWC) [34], algorithms such as LIME [35], and even replay during
sleep [36], it is still argued that catastrophic forgetting has not been solved [37]. If catas-
trophic forgetting is due to a lack of modularization of information, it becomes crucial to
accurately measure this modularization to identify learning schemes that promote modules.
The problem of identifying modules responsible for different functions is further aggravated
when information theory and perturbation analysis (via node knockout) disagree [38,39].

When identifying candidate neurons in hidden layers that might contain information
about the inputs that are used in decision-making, perturbing those neurons by noise or
knockout should disrupt function. Similarly, hidden nodes not containing information
about inputs should, when perturbed in this manner, not alter the outputs encoding
decisions. However, if information is stored redundantly, perturbing only part of the
redundant nodes will not necessarily disrupt function, even though they carry information.
At the same time, nodes without function or information can still accidentally perturb
outputs when experiencing noise [38,39].

Here, we develop a new information-theoretic measure that quantifies how much
information a set of nodes relays between inputs and outputs (relay information IR). This
measure can be applied to all combinations of neurons (sets) to identify which set of a given
size contains the most information. While the number of sets of neurons is exponential in
size, the number of tests required to find the set with the largest amount of information
can be significantly reduced by taking advantage of the fact that a smaller subset cannot
have more information than its superset. Thus, this measure can be combined with a
greedy search algorithm that identifies the relevant computational modules connecting
the inputs to the outputs. We will demonstrate on a wide range of examples the function
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and applicability of this new method. Specifically, using a positive control in which the
nodes relaying the information from inputs to outputs are known, we demonstrate that
relay information indeed allows us to recover the relevant functional nodes. We compare
this control to a regularly-trained neural network, and show that perturbations on nodes
carrying relay information cause failures in their predicted functionality.

2. Methods
2.1. Training Artificial Neural Networks

The neural networks used here are implemented using PyTorch [40] and trained on the
MNIST handwritten numerals dataset [41]. The MNIST dataset consists of 60,000 training
images and 10,000 test images of the ten numerals 0–9. Each grey-scale image has 28× 28
pixels with values normalized between −1.0 to 1.0. Here, we use two different networks.
The full network has 784 input nodes, followed by a layer of 20 hidden nodes with a
standard summation aggregation function, and a tanh threshold function. The output
layer needs 10 nodes to account for the ten possible numeral classes and uses the same
aggregation and threshold function as the hidden layer. The composite network is an
aggregate of ten sub-networks each trained to recognize only a single number. In each of
the sub-networks, the hidden layer has two nodes, with a single node in the output layer.

Networks are trained using the Adam optimizer [42] until they either reach a recogni-
tion accuracy of 95% or else reach a given fixed number of training epochs. The node in the
output layer with the highest activation is used to indicate the network’s prediction of the
numeral depicted in the image (argmax function).

2.2. Composing an Artificial Neural Network from Specialized Networks

In a typical ANN performing the MNIST classification task, all nodes of the hidden
layer are involved in relaying the information from the input to the output layer: a phe-
nomenon we previously termed informational smearing [23], as the information is “smeared”
over many neurons (as opposed to being localized to one or a few neurons). Our control
network is constructed in such a manner that functionality is strictly distributed over very
specific nodes. Specifically, we construct a network with 20 hidden nodes by aggregating
ten sub-networks with two hidden nodes each. Each of the sub-networks is only trained
to recognize a single numeral amongst the background of the other nine, using only two
hidden nodes. By combining these 10 sub-networks networks into the composite model, we
can create a control in which the relay neurons (the two hidden neurons in each of the
sub-networks) are guaranteed to only relay information about a very specific function (see
Figure 1). Note that those composite networks do not undergo further training.

2.3. Information-Theoretic Measure of Computational Modules

An artificial neural network can be viewed as an information-theoretic channel [43]
that relays the information received at the input layer to the output layer while performing
some computations along the way. To measure the throughput of information, define
the random variable Xin with ten states (one for each numeral) and Shannon entropy
H(Xin), while the outputs form a random variable Xout with entropy H(Xout). The mutual
information between both I(Xin; Xout) (see Equation (1)) consequently measures how much
the output symbol distribution is determined by the inputs (and vice versa, as this is an
un-directed measurement):

I(Xin; Xout) = H(Xin) + H(Xout)− H(Xout, Xin). (1)

Here, H(Xout, Xin) stands for the joint entropy of the input and output variables.
At the initialization of the network, weights are randomly seeded, giving rise to a

network that randomly classifies images. In this case, the confusion matrix is relatively
uniform and the conditional entropy H(Xout|Xin) = H(Xout, Xin)− H(Xin) ≈ H(Xout),
leading to low information I(Xin; Xout). However, over the course of training, the pre-
diction accuracy increases, leading ultimately to a strictly diagonal confusion matrix and
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a vanishing conditional entropy H(Xout|Xin), implying that every numeral is properly
classified. In this case, the information channel has maximal information (information
equals capacity) when measured over the training or test set. Note that, when we calculate
the entropy of the inputs H(Xin), we use only image labels (not all possible images).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the composite network. For each of the ten numerals, an independent neural
network (sub-network) is trained to recognize a single numeral among the others. Each of those
ten networks has 784 input nodes to receive data from the 28× 28 pixel-wide MNIST images. Each
hidden layer has two nodes followed by a single node at the output layer (top panel). The composite
network (bottom panel) is assembled from these ten subnetworks. Colors represent which weights in
the combined weight matrix come from which corresponding sub-network. Weights shown as white
remain 0.0. Consequently, the weight matrix connecting the hidden layer to the output layer is de
facto sparse.

We can view this joint channel as being composed of two sequential channels: one
from the inputs to the hidden states, and one from the hidden states to the outputs. The in-
formation that the outputs receive is still determined by the inputs, but now via the hidden
variable Y. A perfect channel can only exist if the hidden layer has sufficient bandwidth to
transmit all of the entropy present at the inputs, that is H(Y) ≥ H(Xin).
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We can now write the information that flows from the inputs via the hidden states to
the outputs in terms of the shared information between all three random variables

I(Xin; Xout; Y) = H(Xin) + H(Xout) + H(Y)

− H(Xin, Xout)− H(Xin, Y)− H(Xout, Y)

+ H(Xin, Xout, Y). (2)

Because information must pass through the hidden layer, this “triplet information”
must be equal to the information I(Xin; Xout) (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Entropy Venn diagram for the random variables Xin, Xout, and Y. The shared information
between all three variables equals the information I(Xin; Xout) because no information can flow from
Xin to Xout without passing through Y.

However, in general, not all of the nodes that comprise Y carry information. Let us
imagine, for example, that the set of hidden nodes Y is composed of a set YR that shares
information with Xin and Xout, and a set Y0 that does not share this information, that is,
I(Xin; Xout; Y0) = 0, with Y = YR ⊗Y0. We will discuss the algorithm to determine which
neurons belong in the set of relay neurons YR further below.

The nodes that comprise Y0 could, for example, have zero-weight connections to the
inputs, the outputs, or both. They are defined in such a way that none of the information
I(Xin; Xout) (area outlined in yellow in Figure 3B) is shared with them.
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Figure 3. (A) Input/output structure of an ANN with inputs Xin, outputs Xout, and a hidden layer
Y = YR ⊗ Y0. The relay information passes from the inputs via the relay neurons YR to the output
(green arrow); (B) the entropic Venn diagram for the four variables Xin, Xout, YR, and Y0, with ellipses
quantifying the entropy of each of the variables colored according to (A). The information shared
between Xin and Xout is outlined in yellow. The relay information Equation (3) is indicated by the
green area.
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We call the information that is relayed through the “critical” nodes that carry the
information (the nodes in the set YR) the relay information. While we could define this
information simply as the information shared between Xin that is also shared with the
neurons identified to be in the set YR (see Section 2.4), it is important to deal with cases
where neurons that are informationally inert (they do not read information from Xin nor
write into Xout) could nevertheless copy the state of a neuron that does relay information.
In the current construction, this does not appear to be very likely (or is at most a small
effect). However, in other architectures (such as recurrent neural networks, networks with
multiple layers, probabilistic transfer functions, or natural brains), such a phenomenon
might be more common. As discussed in Appendix A, inert neurons that copy the state of
relay neurons may be classified as belonging to the set Y0 (because removing them does
not reduce the information carried by the set) yet show a nonvanishing I(Xin; Xout; Y0).
In order to eliminate such contributions, we measure the relay information conditional on
the state of neurons in Y0 that is

IR = H(Xin; Xout; YR|Y0), (3)

which is indicated in the entropic Venn diagram in Figure 3 as the area colored in green.
An explicit expression for IR can be obtained simply by writing Equation (2) for YR instead
of Y, and conditioning every term on Y0.

We can also define a particular relay information (a relay information that pertains to
any particular numeral class) by introducing the input-class random variable

Z = Z1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Z10. (4)

Because we can decompose Xout in a similar manner

Xout = X(1)
out ⊗ X(2)

out ⊗ · · · ⊗ X(10)
out , (5)

the relay information about numeral i can then be written as

IR(i) = H(Zi; X(i)
out; YR|Y0). (6)

This is the information that the critical relay nodes YR are providing about numeral i.
The removal of hidden neurons that do not contribute to information transfer suggests

a simple algorithm that identifies such neurons: start with the full set and remove neurons
one by one, and keep only those neurons that lead to a reduction of the information
being relayed. However, this search is in reality more complex because neurons can carry
redundant information. We discuss this algorithm in the following section.

2.4. Shrinking Subset Aggregation Algorithm

In order to find the minimal subset of nodes YR that carry all of the information
flowing from Xin to Xout, we should in principle test all possible bi-partitions of neurons
in Y. Unfortunately, the number of bi-partitions of a set is still exponential in the set size,
so a complete enumeration can only be performed efficiently for small sets. However, it
turns out that in most cases a greedy algorithm that removes nodes one by one will find
the minimal set YR (see Appendix A).

We start with the largest partition in which all nodes belong to the set YR, and none to
Y0. Now, all possible subsets in which a single node is moved from YR to Y0 can be tested.
The subset with the highest information (Equation (3)) is retained, and the node with the
lowest information contribution is permanently moved into subset Y0. This process is
repeated until only one node is left in YR. Over the course of this procedure (assuming
perfect estimation of entropy from sample data), the set with the highest information for
each set size should be identified (see Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 Shrinking Subset Aggregation Algorithm.

Require: Y = {0, ..., n}

Y0 ← ∅
YR ← Y

while YR 6= ∅ do
for ∀a ∈ YR do

Y′R ← YR − a
Y′0 ← Y0 + a
Ia ← IR(Xin; Xout;Y′R|Y0) (see Equation (3))

end for
a← {YR; a = min(Ia)}
YR ← YR − a
Y0 ← Y0 + a

end while

As discussed in Appendix A, this algorithm can sometimes fail to identify the correct
minimal subset. First, estimates of entropies from finite ensembles can be inaccurate: these
estimates are both noisy and biased (see, for example, [44]), leading to the removal of the
wrong node from the set YR. Second, information can be stored redundantly. Imagine a
network of ten nodes, with three nodes forming the relay between inputs and outputs,
while another set of two nodes is redundant with those other three nodes. The greedy
algorithm will work until all those five nodes are in the set YR. Removing any of those
nodes will not drop the information content of the larger set, since the information is fully
and redundantly contained in both the set of three and the set of two. Thus, all five nodes
appear equally unimportant to the algorithm, which can now not decide anymore which
node to remove. It might remove one of the nodes in the set of three, leading to the set of
two becoming the crucial computational module. Alternatively, removing a node from the
smaller set promotes the larger set to become the crucial computational set. Either way,
the algorithm has a chance to fail to find a unique set because there could be several.

One way to amend the algorithm would be to allow the process to dynamically
branch. In case multiple nodes upon removal do not reduce the information retained in
the remaining set YR, all possible branches can be pursued. Such a fix will significantly
increase the computational time. However, as we do not expect the occurrence of redundant
sets to be a prominent feature of many networks, we have not explored this alternative
algorithm further.

2.5. Knockout Analysis

To test the informational relevance of individual nodes of the hidden layer, we can
perform “knockout” experiments. While a knockout in a biological context is defined as
the disabling of a component, it is less obvious how to perform such an operation in the
context of a neural network. One option would be to replace a neuron’s activation level
by a random number, which still leaves the freedom to choose a distribution and a range.
Furthermore, these random values still propagate through the network, which implies
that such a knocked-out neuron is not disabled. Keeping an activation level constant
(independent of the inputs) can also have undesirable effects. Imagine that a neuron’s
activation level is constant, say 1.0 or −1.0, independently of the input images. This value
would be included in all subsequent aggregation functions affecting the final output of the
network. Attempting to knock out this node by forcing it to −1.0 or 1.0 can now have two
different effects. If the node is already a constant 1.0, knocking it out by forcing it to be a
constant 1.0 would suggest that this node has no function, since such a knockout would
not change any output. Setting it to −1.0 might have significant effects, but would on the
other hand leave a node that should be at −1.0 unaffected. Here, to “knock out” a node (to
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render it non-functional) in the hidden layer, we force it to take on a value of 0.0 during the
forward pass. At the same time, all weights of the first layer leading to such a node are set
to 0.0, as are all weights of the second layer that are affected by that node. Alternatively,
the values of the nodes to be knocked out in the hidden layer could have been forced to 0.0
when the forward pass reaches the hidden layer. These methods are equivalent. While this
form of knockout can also have undesirable consequences, the effect is likely closest to an
actual removal of the node by eliminating it from the network, and shrinking the weight
matrices accordingly.

2.6. Coarse-Graining Continuous Variables

The computations performed by the neural network use continuous inputs, and due
to the tanh-like threshold function, the activation levels of neurons in the hidden layer are
confined to the interval [−1, 1]. While entropies can be computed on continuous variables
(so-called differential entropies, see [43]), we use discrete entropies here, which require a
discretization of the continuous values. In particular, we are coarse-graining those entropies
by mapping all continuous values to the binary categories 0 and 1. We previously used
the median value of a neuron’s excitation level as the threshold for the bin [45]. Instead,
here the hidden-state values are clustered using a k-means clustering algorithm with k = 2.
Using the median for coarse-graining ensures that the resulting distribution has maximal
entropy because each bin is guaranteed to receive half of the values. However, we found
a maximum-entropy assumption for a neuron to be inappropriate in most cases. Using a
k-means clustering algorithm to distribute values into bins gives a better approximation of
the relative entropy between states.

Coarse-graining also reduces the size of the state space that is being sampled. Using
k = 2 to coarse-grain the hidden states implies that there are at most kN possible states,
which (with N = 20) is a state space that is in danger of being significantly undersampled
with a limited number of images (MNIST has at most 70,000 if test and training data are
combined). As the entropy of this hidden space is N log2 k bits, an input sample with
log(60,000) ≈ 15.87 bits would be insufficient to adequately sample the random variables
Xin, Xout, YR, or Y0 even for k = 2. However, as discussed in Appendix B, because the input
entropy is much smaller (log 10 ≈ 3.32 bits), estimation errors are small, and the likelihood
that nodes are accidentally removed from YR due to poor sampling is small.

2.7. Aggregated Relay Information

The greedy algorithm identifies a sequence of sets of nodes that continuously shrink
because it is always the node contributing the least to IR that is removed next. Consequently,
every time a node is removed, we can also quantify the loss of information for that particular
node n as the difference in IR between the larger set containing the node (YR ∪ n) and
smaller set without it (YR):

∆I(n) = IR(YR ∪ n)− IR(YR). (7)

Interestingly, when this process arrives at a set of nodes that taken together is essential
in relaying the information, it can happen that the removal of any of the nodes of the set
causes the remaining neurons to have IR = 0. Information in such an essential set can
be seen to be encrypted, to the point where no node can be removed without losing all
of the information [38]. However, this creates a situation in which the last nodes, when
removed, appear to not contribute any information, even though they are essential. Thus,
we quantify the amount that each node contributes to the relay information in terms of the
sum of all ∆I(n) over all previously removed nodes as

IA(n) =
n

∑
i=1

∆I(i). (8)
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Using the information loss due to the removal of a node from the essential set, we can
also quantify the essentiality of a neuron in terms of the loss of information the removal of
node n causes when it is removed from the remaining set of nodes. The essentiality of a
single node can be computed using Equation (7) where n is the node being removed from
the full set of nodes. Thus, if a neuron is meaningless or redundant, its essentiality ∆I(n)
will vanish.

3. Results
3.1. Identification of Information Relays

To determine if the proposed metric and optimization method correctly identifies
the nodes that relay information from the outputs to the inputs, we trained two kinds of
networks. A standard ANN with 20 hidden nodes was trained to correctly identify all ten
numerals. As a control, ten sub-networks with two hidden nodes were trained on a single
numeral each. From the ten smaller networks, a full network was composed (see Figure 1)
that can perform the same task as the network trained on all numerals at the same time.

Figure 4 shows the mean accuracy of recognizing each of the different digits as a
function of training epoch, for the full as well as the composite network. Note that the full
network only needed 43 epochs to reach 96% accuracy, while the training of the smaller
models took significantly longer. The full model was trained until it reached an accuracy of
0.96; the smaller models were trained until they reach an accuracy of 0.98. Smaller networks
could easily be trained to achieve this high 98% accuracy while training the full network is
usually limited to 96%. In order to observe networks performing as optimally as possible,
and to maximize the information between inputs and outputs, networks were trained until
they reached those practical limits [46].

Because in the composite network the two hidden neurons of each sub-network
are guaranteed to serve as relays for the relevant information, we can use this network
as a positive control to test whether our algorithm correctly detects relay information,
and whether neurons carrying non-overlapping information (each of the hidden neuron sets
only carries the information about one specific numeral) are either more or less vulnerable
to knockout. This does not imply that the hidden neurons that pertain to a particular
numeral cannot relay information about another numeral. After all, hidden nodes trained
to recognize the numeral 1, for example, might still correlate with nodes trained to recognize
numeral 7 due to the similarity between those images.

In order to test whether the greedy algorithm finds the correct minimal informative
subset in the full model, we performed an exhaustive search of all 2N − 1 (with N = 20)
bi-partitions of the hidden nodes Y to find the minimal set YR. We then compared the
result of the exhaustive search with the candidate set resulting from the shrinking subset
aggregation algorithm. This un-branched version of the algorithm only needs N(N+1)

2
computations, reducing the computational complexity from exponential to quadratic.

Figure 5 shows that different partitions relay very different amounts of information
about the particular output. In general, the larger the set YR, the more information it
represents, but we also see that the highest information found within sets of a particular size
is always higher than the maximal information found amongst all sets that are smaller (as
proved in Appendix A, with the caveat of redundant sets). The shrinking subset aggregation
algorithm exploits this observation of smaller sets always having less information than their
larger superset and should thus be capable of identifying the subsets YR (and consequently
also Y0) with the highest information content for all sets of the same size, but without
the complete enumeration of all possible sets. We find that fewer than 0.9% of the correct
sets have equal or more information than the set identified by the greedy algorithm.
As discussed earlier, the failure of the greedy algorithm to correctly identify the most
informative set can be attributed to noise in the entropy estimate due to the finite sample
size, as well as to the presence of redundant sets with identical information content.
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Figure 4. Training accuracy as a function of training epoch. (A) full model (top panel). The accuracy
to predict each numeral is indicated with lines of different colors (see legend). Accuracy on the
training set is shown as solid lines while accuracy on the test is indicated by dotted lines. The average
performance classifying all numbers is shown in black; (B) accuracy of each of the ten sub-network
models used to create the composite model as a function of training epoch. Colors indicate the
accuracy for detecting an individual numeral. The endpoint of the training is highlighted with a dot;
the same time point but using test data is indicated by an x. Training other networks had marginally
different outcomes.
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Figure 5. Particular relay information about each numeral for all possible bi-partitions (black dots)
as a function of the set sizes |YR|. The top ten panels show particular relay information for the full
model, while the bottom ten panels show the same for the composite model. Each panel shows the
relay information about a different numeral in the MNIST task, indicated by the index of the panel.
The red line corresponds to the set identified by the shrinking subset aggregation algorithm. Fewer
than 0.9% of all subsets have a higher information content than the one identified by the algorithm.
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We now investigate whether the greedy algorithm properly identifies the relevant
subsets that are critical in relaying the information from inputs to outputs that is, whether
the information they carry is indeed used to predict the depicted numeral. We define the
importance of a node as the sum of all information loss that this node conveyed before it
was removed (aggregated relay information, see Methods). We also define the essentiality of
node n as the amount of relay information lost when moving that node from the minimal
set YR to Y0 (see Equation (7)). Because this measure of essentiality only considers the effect
of removing single nodes, it can be inaccurate if a node is essential only when another
node (for example a redundant one) is also removed. However, since the relays in the
composite network are so small (two nodes) removing any one of them causes a large drop
of information. This can be seen in Figure 6B, where nodes identified as relays are also
highly essential.

Figure 6A shows that both the importance analysis (via the aggregated particular
relay information) and the essentiality analysis correctly identify the nodes that relay the
information from inputs to outputs in the composite model. Aside from the sampling
noise, each pair of hidden nodes that were trained to be the relays are correctly identified
as highly informative (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Aggregated relay information and essentiality in the composite model. (A) aggregated
particular information loss ∆IR(n) (Equation (8)) for all 20 nodes in the hidden layer (x-axis) and
the ten different numeral classes (y-axis) shown in grayscale (brighter shades indicate higher loss
of information); (B) node essentiality (Equation (7)) for each hidden neuron and numeral. Bright
squares indicate essential nodes, while black squares would indicate redundant or meaningless nodes.
The red dot (node 16, numeral 1) points to a neuron that appears to relay information (A) but is
entirely redundant and non-essential (red dot in (B)).

Training the full network via backpropagation is not expected to create modules of
hidden nodes that each only relay information about one specific numeral. Indeed, we
find information to be relayed in an unstructured fashion in this network (see Figure 7A).
Interestingly, nodes that are positively identified as relays are not necessarily essential,
suggesting that many nodes contain redundant information (see Figure 7B). This further
supports our previous findings that backpropagation smears or distributes function across
all nodes, rather than isolating functions into structured modules [23,24]. The results from
Figure 7B also suggest that using the essentiality of single nodes does not properly identify
the informational structure of the network.

3.2. Information Relays Are Critical for the Function of the Neural Network

To verify that the sets YR with high information are indeed relaying information from
the inputs to the outputs, we can study the effect of knockouts on those nodes. Because we
expect a correlation between knockout effect size (the sensitivity of the node to perturbation)
and the size of the informative set, care must be taken when interpreting the correlation
between relay information and knockout effect size (sensitivity). Smaller sets can relay less
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information and have a potentially smaller effect when knocked out compared to larger
sets. Thus, set size confounds the correlation between knockout effect and the amount of
information relayed by the same set. We performed a multiple linear regression to test how
much the knockout effect (treated as the dependent variable) is explained either by the
set size or the amount of information relayed (independent variable). Figure 8 shows the
regression coefficients of that analysis.
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Figure 7. Aggregated relay information and essentiality in the full model. (A) aggregated relay
information for each node and every numeral class for the full network; (B) essentiality. Methods,
axes, and grayscales as in Figure 6.

Relay information explains at least 75% (r2 > 0.75) of the variance of the knockout
effect for the composite model and at least 45% (r2 > 0.45) of the variance of the knockout
effect for the full model. We can thus conclude that, when assuming a linear relationship
between either set size or relay information and knockout effect, the influence of relay
information on knockout effect is significantly stronger than the influence of set size
(F > 1.5× 105 in an F-test).

Figure 8 shows that the knockout effect is better explained by the amount of particular
relay information about that node than the set size |YR|. This shows also that, as expected,
set size is indeed confounding this relation. We further find that in the composite network
the relationship between particular relay information and knockout effect is stronger
compared to the full network. The weaker relation between knockout effect and relay
information is most likely due to the information being distributed more broadly over
many nodes, compared to the composite model where the information is forced to reside in
only two relay nodes.
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Figure 8. Regression coefficients of the multiple linear regression analysis between knockout effect
K and set size |YR| (red crosses), and knockout effect K and particular relay information IR(i)
(black crosses), as a function of numeral i. Lines are meant to guide the eye. (A) full model; (B)
composite model.
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4. Discussion

We introduced a new information-theoretic concept that we believe will prove to
be useful in the analysis of information flow in natural and artificial brains: the “relay
information”. Relay information quantifies the amount of information within a set of nodes
inside a communication channel that passes through this set, and not through other nodes
within the same channel. The particular relay information can be used to identify which
nodes in a hidden layer of a neural network are responsible for what particular classification
function. We constructed a greedy algorithm that identifies the minimal informative set of
nodes that carry the particular relay information, and tested it on the MNIST hand-written
numeral classification task using a regular neural network, as well as a control in a network
in which we know—by construction—the function of each hidden node (see Figure 1). We
further showed via a knockout analysis that the sets of neurons identified as carrying the
relay information indeed are functional because knocking out those nodes abrogates the
classification accuracy for that particular numeral.

The identification of information relays, and thus discovering the computational
modules that relay information, can only be a first step in a more comprehensive analysis
of brain function. Here, we focused on testing the method, and showed using a positive
control (the composite network) that the identified relay sets are indeed correlated to
function. We also found that the full network, trained on all image classes at the same
time, does not display a well-differentiated modular structure. Instead, information is
distributed haphazardly across the network, and if we were to identify functional modules,
they would be highly overlapping. In other words, the ANNs that we trained here do not
seem to have a modular structure in information space.

Because a defined, modular, informational structure appears to be key to understand-
ing a number of key properties of neural networks (such as catastrophic forgetting [26,34,37]
or learning [30]), understanding what design decisions give rise to more (or less) modu-
lar networks is an important first step. We are now better equipped to study the role of
information smearing and modularity in its effect on fooling, generalization, catastrophic
forgetting, or latent space variables, and look forward to exploring these topics in the future.

The concepts and methods we introduced are general and can be applied to any task
where a network (be it neural or genetic) performs its function by taking inputs, computing
outputs, and then using those outputs for prediction. In the case of a natural neural
network, however, because it is continuously processing, an additional temporal binning
has to be performed. This, and measuring the states of all neurons in the first place, will
make applying the concept of relay information challenging, to say the least. In the future,
it would be interesting to study if this method also applies to, for example, time series
classification, recurrent neural networks, convolutional layers, or even generative tasks.

Another concern is the scaling of the computational complexity of the algorithm to
detect information relays with the number of nodes in the hidden layer. Currently, using
the greedy algorithm and all 60,000 training images from the MNIST data set, and applying
it to a full network with 20 hidden nodes, takes about 30 s on a 3.5 Ghz desktop computer
(for all 10 numerals together). Performing the same analysis but computing the exact critical
set (testing all 2N sets) takes about 24 h on the same hardware. Because the complexity
of the greedy algorithm has a computational complexity of O(N(N − 1)) and the full
enumeration has a computational complexity of O(2N), we can conjecture that a network
of 1000 nodes can be analyzed within the same 24 h needed for a network of size N = 20.

In this work, we only studied one particular optimizer to train the neural network
(Adam), one loss function (mean squared error), and the threshold functions hyperbolic
tangent and argmax. We conjecture that our method applies to all other variances of deep
learning. However, we also conjecture that the way in which information is distributed
across the network will depend on the method and parameters of the optimization pro-
cedure, and we will test this dependence in future work. Finally, by testing different
coarse-grainings of neuronal firing levels, the method should be able identify relay neurons
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and thus functional modules in biological brains, and thus help in studying information
flow in functioning brains.

In this work, we found that the greedy algorithm correctly identifies the minimal
informative set in almost all cases. However, we expect that the failure rate depends on
the task being studied, the data set size, as well as the amount of redundancy among
neurons. In networks with significant redundancy, we can imagine that the algorithm fails
significantly more often, in which case a branching algorithm may have to be designed,
which would carry a significant complexity cost.
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Appendix A

Here, we show that, as long as information is not redundantly encoded, it is possible
to remove nodes one by one in a greedy fashion so that the minimal information reduction
by single-node removal is not deceptive. In a deceptive removal, removing a pair of
nodes reduces the information by a smaller amount than each of the individuals would
have removed.

Say that the information to predict feature Xout is stored in n variables Y1 · · ·Yn. This
information is

I(Xout; Y1 · · ·Yn). (A1)

The general rule to study node removal is the identity

I(Xout; Y1 · · ·Yn) = I(X; Y1 · · ·Yn−1) + H(Xout; Yn|Y1 · · ·Yn−1). (A2)

We can easily convince ourselves of this, by imagining Y = Y1 · · ·Yn−1 and Yn = Z; then,
this equation is just

I(X; YZ) = I(X; Y) + H(X; Z|Y), (A3)

which is easily seen by writing the Venn diagram between X, Y, and Z.
Let us study the simplest case of three nodes. The three possible information reductions are

∆I1 = H(Xout; Y1|Y2Y3), (A4)

∆I2 = H(Xout; Y2|Y1Y3), (A5)

∆I3 = H(Xout; Y3|Y1Y2). (A6)

We will now prove that, if ∆I3 < ∆I1 and at the same time ∆I3 < ∆I2 (implying that node
3 should be removed first), then it is not possible that the information reduction due to
the removal of nodes 1 and 2 at the same time is smaller than the information loss coming

http://github.com/Hintzelab/Entropy-Detecting-Information-Relays-in-Deep-Neural-Networks
http://github.com/Hintzelab/Entropy-Detecting-Information-Relays-in-Deep-Neural-Networks
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from the removal of node 3 (i.e., that ∆I12 < ∆I3 is impossible). If the latter was possible,
we should have removed nodes 1 and 2 at the same time instead of node 3 (making the
removal of node 3 deceptive).

Let us first write down ∆I12. Since

H(Xout; Y1Y2Y3) = I(Xout; Y3) + H(Xout; Y1Y2|Y3), (A7)

we know that

∆I12 = H(Xout; Y1Y2|Y3). (A8)

We can rewrite this as

H(Xout; Y1Y2|Y3) = H(Xout; Y2|Y3) + H(Xout; Y1|Y2Y3). (A9)

This is the same rule as (A3), just conditioned on a variable (all information-theoretic
equalities remain true if the left-hand side and the right-hand side are conditioned on the
same variable).

Equation (A9) implies that

∆I12 = H(Xout; Y2|Y3) + ∆I1. (A10)

Now since H(Xout; Y2|Y3) ≥ 0, we know that ∆I12 ≥ ∆I1. However, since ∆I1 > ∆I3 by
assumption, it follows immediately that

∆I12 > ∆I3 (A11)

contradicting the claim that it is possible that ∆I12 < ∆I3.
Clearly, the same argument will apply if we ask whether larger groups are removed

first: they can never remove less information than the smallest information removed by a
single node in that group.

If information is redundantly encoded, the greedy algorithm can fail. Suppose two
nodes are copies of each other Y1 = Y2, making them perfectly correlated: they carry the
same exact information about Xout. In that case, we can remove any of the two nodes,
and it will not change the information, that is, ∆I1 = ∆I2 = 0:

I(Xout; Y1Y2Y3) = I(Xout; Y1Y3) = I(Xout; Y2Y3). (A12)

However, once we removed one (say we removed Y1), then removing Y2 potentially re-
moves information, as

I(Xout; Y2Y3) = I(Xout; Y3) + H(Xout; Y2|Y3). (A13)

Now that Y1 is removed, the redundancy is gone, and H(Xout; Y2|Y3) could be large even
though ∆I1 = H(Xout; Y1|Y2Y3) = 0. This failure of the greedy algorithm is at the ori-
gin of the discrepancies between the true minimal set of nodes (obtained by exhaustive
enumeration) and the set identified by the greedy algorithm, but the failure is clearly rare.

Appendix B. Sampling Large State Spaces

In this work, we identify relay information by calculating shared conditional entropies
such as those shown in Equation (1). Calculating those entropies, in turn, relies on esti-
mating the entropy of the hidden layer neurons H(Y), which can become cumbersome
if the number of neurons in the hidden layer is large. To calculate a quantity such as
I(Xin; Xout; Y) (the center of the diagram in Figure 2), we must estimate probabilities such
as p(y), the probability to find the hidden layer in any of its 220 states, assuming a binary
state for each node after binning. To obtain an accurate maximum-likelihood estimate of
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p(y), the sample size has to be large. In order to estimate entropies, for example, a good
rule of thumb is that the finite sample size bias [47]

∆H =
M− 1
2N ln k

<< 1, (A14)

where M is the number of states in Y, N is the sample size, and k is the dimension of the
alphabet (k = 2 for a binary random variable). Evidently, for M = 220 and N =60,000, this
condition is not fulfilled. However, because the output entropy H(Xout) is constrained to
be log2(10) ≈ 3.32 bits, a trained ANN should never end up with a hidden layer entropy
near log M, but rather have an entropy comparable to that of the output state. In this way,
the channel loss H(Y|Xout) is minimized.

To test whether hidden layer entropy estimates are adequately sampled, we measured
the entropy of the hidden layer when sampling over the entire image space. If Y was
uniformly distributed, we would expect H(Y) ≈ log(N) ≈ 15.86. Instead, we found the
actual entropy Hact(Y) ≈ 3.319, indicating that the hidden layer probability distribution is
highly skewed. In this manner, the effective number of states Meff = 2Hact(Y) ≈ 9.98, which
easily satisfies condition (A14).

We further took the original (continuous-value) hidden states derived from the 60,000
training images and clustered them using k-means clustering. We find the optimal number
of clusters, identified using the elbow method, to be 10 or close to 10 (see Figure A1A),
which of course coincides with the number of image classes.
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Figure A1. (A) k-means clustering performed on the hidden states of the full (black) and composite
(red) neural network. The elbow method deployed here tests the cohesion (sum of squared distances
between each point and its associated centroid, y-axis) against the number of clusters (k, x-axis);
(B) first and second principal components of the hidden states of the full network model. Each
dot corresponds to one hidden state and the colors correspond to the input image numeral (0–9);
(C) principal components of the composite model.

We also performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the original (not binned)
hidden states, and plot the results for the two first components, color-coding each hidden
state by its affiliated class. Again, for both full and composite networks, we find the
hidden states to cluster according to their assigned class (see Figure A1B,C). All of these
measurements confirm that the effective space of the hidden states is significantly smaller
than 220 because training causes the hidden states to converge to the attractors needed to
classify the images into the ten classes, giving rise to Hact(Y) ≈ log2(10).
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